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Clock distribution on the microprocessor, code-named Montecito,
features four distinct segments (Fig. 16.1.1) and topologies, each
tuned to a specific purpose. A region-based active de-skew (RAD)
system reduces the process, voltage, and temperature sources of
skew across the 21.5×27.7mm2[1] die during normal operation.
Clock vernier devices (CVDs) inserted at each local clock buffer
allow 70ps of adjustment via scan.  The system supports a con-
stantly varying frequency and consumes less than 25W on its
30mm route from PLL to latch.

The first segment of the clock distribution is the level-0 (L0) route
which connects the PLL to the digital frequency divider (DFD).
The L0 is the only segment of the clock distribution that does not
adjust supplies and frequencies during normal operation.  The L0
route is 20mm long consisting of four 5mm segments that are
400mV low-voltage swing differential routes. Each segment is
resistively terminated at the receiver and is tapered to optimize
RLC flight time and reduce power consumption.  All route seg-
ments are matched in composition in both layer and length.
Modeling is performed using compact loop-based RLC model
extracted from custom RC tools and Raphael 3D simulation [2].
The differential nature of the route makes return-path modeling
simple since all of the currents are equal and opposite.  A two-
stage self-biased differential amplifier (Fig. 16.1.2) is used to
restore the 400mV output differential to full swing at each of the
three repeaters along the route.  At the DFD the route is received
by a self-biased amplifier and buffered into the DLL.  Self-biased
amps are used in order to prevent the accumulation of common
mode offsets from creating duty-cycle errors.

The second segment of the route, the level-1 (L1) route, connects
the DFD to the second level cock buffer (SLCB).  The DFD output
varies in frequency and it operates on a varying core supply volt-
age.  A half-frequency distribution using differential 00 and 900

clocks is used.  Even at half frequency, the 90nm process technol-
ogy did not support wires wide enough to achieve the full level
swings required to maintain a proper duty cycle in the changing-
frequency environment. In parallel with the receiver, Montecito
utilizes a feedback circuit (Fig. 16.1.3) that drives the end of the
wire to the supply rail based on the state of the opposite phase
clock.  The 00 and 900 clocks are multiplied in the SLCB receiver,
with a set of self-biased amplifiers that are configured as an XOR
gate.  The resulting signal is a full-rate clock with no history
effect due to the frequency transitions of Foxton[1] or on-die clock
shrinking.

The third segment of the route, the level-2 (L2) connects the
SLCB to the local clock buffers.  Many contemporary designs use
a grid-based clock network for this stage.  While grid designs cre-
ate impressively low skew numbers, the design has two major
drawbacks:  metal resources and power.  A skew-matched RLC
tree network technique is employed using an in-house tool [3].
Unit designers supply the locations of CVDs to the distribution
team and locations and loads are entered into the tool.  The dis-
tribution engineer takes end loads and routes the clock avoiding
obstacles as necessary.  The optimization engine of the in-house
tool then balances the distribution using width and space to
match route RLC delays.  A typical SLCB drives 400 local clock
buffers called clock vernier devices (CVDs) at 200 different loca-

tions across 3mm with a skew of less than 6ps between locations.
The result is a clock route that is adaptable to changes in the
design, and uses far less metal resources than a grid-based
design and uses a minimum of power while achieving skews that
are nearly as low as grid-based designs.

With 28mm of wire length and 3 repeaters, a frequency divider,
and a delay line between the PLL and the gaters, even a perfect-
ly matched system will have significant skews caused by process,
temperature non-uniformity, and voltage variation across the die.
Montecito implements a RAD system to null out offsets caused by
these variations.  RAD relies on a hierarchical collection of phase
comparators between the ends of different L2 routes (Fig. 16.1.4).
Each SLCB has a 128b delay line with 1ps resolution.  With one
zone locked as the reference, phase-comparator results are for-
warded to the SLCB farthest from the reference zone.  The SLCB
takes the result and adjusts its delay line accordingly.  This sys-
tem runs continuously to null out skews in the distribution
caused by temporal events like temperature and voltage varia-
tion.  This is a significant improvement over previous designs
which performed de-skewing statically or prior to the completion
of reset.  Worst-case skews for distributions to this point are now
limited even under the most extreme conditions to the 10ps accu-
racy of the phase-comparator/delay line loop.

The fourth and final segment of the clock route, the post-gater
route, is in the hands of the individual circuit designers.  Clock
gaters are designed by the clock team into the library in a variety
of sizes. Using a dedicated in-house tool based on SPICE, circuit
designers match gater loads to the load of the latches and routes
that they drive.   With hundreds of latches per gater, routes up to
2mm long must be engineered for delay, shielding, and load
matching.  Unlike the previous three stages of distribution,
routes here are not corrected by the RAD system.

To facilitate post-silicon debug and to remove skew not found in
pre-silicon analysis, CVDs (Fig. 16.1.5) are inserted into each
gater cluster.  CVDs are controlled via scan operations and can
add 70ps of delay to any clock in 8ps increments.  CVDs have
proven useful for finding and working around post-silicon speed-
path defects.   The CVDs use an attenuated drive fight to control
propagation delay.  The default setting is for the CVD to have no
drive fight and behave like a buffer.  To insert delay the scan
chain asserts a 3b signal that sets the delay which causes the
feedback drive to fight against the input slowing down the prop-
agation to the output.  CVDs can be programmed via scan and
firmware making clock edits available in both debug and during
production.

The 4-segment clock-distribution of Montecito delivers a variable-
frequency clock from 100MHz to 2.5GHz over a clock network
over 28mm long (Fig. 16.1.6).  The route is optimized for low skew
and uses active deskewing and scan-chain adjustments to reduce
the total clock-network skew to less than 10ps.  The clock net-
work implements a tree-based network that reduces power and
metal utilization over conventional designs.
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Figure 16.1.1:  Clock distribution. Figure 16.1.2:  Level-0 route-repeater design.

Figure 16.1.3:  L1 route topology.

Figure 16.1.5:  CVD design. Figure 16.1.6:  Route statistics.

Figure 16.1.4:  RAD phase comparator and connectivity.
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Figure 16.1.2:  Level 0 route repeater design
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Figure 16.1.3:  L1 Route Topology
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Figure 16.1.7:  Die micrograph showing clock distribution.
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